
--LED OSCILLOSCOPE
Design by A. Riet jens

This inexpensive oscilloscope can be used
at frequencies up to 20-30 kHz (optionally
up to 1 MHz). It works from 12 V and can
thus be used as a portable instrument.

The cost of the oscilloscope is kept down
.1 by the use of 3-mm LEDs instead of

a cathode ray tube (CRT).These standard
LEDs can be bought (in quantity) for be-
tween 5p and Sp each (in UK).

The LED matrix that produces the
image ts shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal
gnd Itnes represent the X-axis (or time
base) of the oscilloscope and the vertical
ones. the y-axis. A given waveform, say,
a si ne wave. ts shown by making a num-
ber of LEDs light in succession. The in-
ertia of the human eye makes It appear
as tf all the relevant LEDs light.

The lighting of the LEDs is controllect
by transistors T]-TlO. buffers [line drt-
versl leI and IC2,and the circuit shown
in Fig. 2.

IfDI51 is requirect to light, T] must con-
duct and pin II of IC2 must go low. The
anode of the diode ts then supplied with
+ 10 V via the transistor. while its cath-
ode is earthed via IC2'Series resistor R1
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limits the current through the dtode. The
circutts in Fig. 2 ensure that only one
transistor can conduct, and that only one
ofthe outputs afIC] and lC2 can become
low, at any one time. It is thus impossi-
ble for more than one LED to light at any

one time.
One of transistors T1-T10is made to

conduct by making the relevant base low.
while one of the outputs of lCI. IC2 is
made low by making the relevant input
high. The control voltages for this are pro-

Fig. 1. The trace of Ihe oscilloscope is produced by a malrix of LEDs of which only one is on al any one time.
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Fig. 2. Drive circuit for the LED matrix.

vided by the circult in Fig. 2 via connec-
tors KI and K2.

Y-axis
As already stated, the amplitude of the
input signal (the measurand) is repre-
sented by a vertical 'deflection' . Thus, for
a large measurand, one ofthe upper row
of LEDs must light, for a smaller stgnal,
one of a lower row of diodes. This is ar-
ranged by analogue-to-dtgital (A-D)con-
verter rC3 in Fig. 2.

When a slowly increasing signal is ap-
plied to the SIG input (pin 5) of rC3' out-
puts LI-LlOofthis rc go low sequentially,
one at a time. This means that when the
signal level at pin 5 is low, LI is low, when
the input is high (1.25 V), LlOis low, and
when thelevel is sorriewhere between
these values, say, 0.6 V, L5or LtJ is low.

Since the input level must be 0-1.25 V,
a signal amplifier / attenuator is required
prtor to K5and this will be described a lit-
tle later on in the article.

X-axis
The horizontal trace is provided by (decade)
counters rC7and rcS in Fig. 2. Control of
the matrix LEDs is from outputs QI-QS
ofthese rcs via rCI and rC2' The counters

Fig. 3. Printed circuit for the dlsplay
board (not available ready made).



I TEST & MEASUREMENT

are in sertes and connected, with the aid
of IC5eand IC5d' to form a 16-counter.

-To make the Q-outputs high, one by
one, starting with QI of IC7 and ending
with Qs of ICs, clock pulses must be ap-
plied to the CLK inputs ofboth ICs. Toen-
sure that the process proceeds as indi-
cated, the clock to ICs is interrupted by
IC5e-IC5dwhen one of the Q-outputs of .
IC7 is high. Only when pin 8 of IC5e is
high, are clockpulses applied to ICs;they are
applied to IC7at all times.

Because Qg of IC7 is connected to its
own ENA(ble)input and to pin 8 of IC5e,
as soon as this output is high, IC7is dts-
abled and clock pulses are applied to ICs.
When Qs ofICs becomes high, IC7is reset,
whereupon its Qogoes high, which causes
ICs to be reset also. This is shown on the
matrix by the LEDs lighting, one by one,
from left to rtght.

Clock
The clock pulses for IC7andICg are pro-
vided by rectangular-wave generator IC5b.
The generator is enabled only when its
pin 5 is high. Its operation depends on
C2being charged (when pin 4 is high) and
discharged (when pin 4 is low)alternately
via RI4-P2. Since the gate is arranged as
an Inverter, pin 4 is high when pin 6 is
lowand low when pin 6 is high.

When the level of the potential across
C2 approaches that at pin 4, the output
of the generator instantly changes state.
This means that if the capacitor was being
charged (discharged) just prior to the
change of state, it will be discharged
(charged) after the change. Since this is
a continuous' action, the output of the
generator consists of a train of rectan-
gular pulses whose repetition rate (fre-
quency) depends on the setting of P2.

Trigger circuit
When the clock generator runs continu-
ously, a still trace is obtained only if the
frequency ofthe input signal is the same
as that at which horizontal deflection takes
place, or a whole multiple of it.

Since the input frequency is better not,
or cannot be. altered. the horizontal de-
flection frequency must be variable. In
Fig. 2, this is made possible by P2' None
the less, because of changes in tempera-
ture and other factors, one or both of the
frequencies will shift to some extent. This
will result in a trace that constantly moves
across the screen.

It is thus necessary to ensure that the
Input frequency and the deflection fre-
quency are synchronized at all times. As
is normal, this is achieved by triggering
the time base with the input signal. To
that end, part of the input stgnal is ap-
plied to pin 2 of IC4 (the trtgger circutt
consists oflC4, IC5' and IC6a)'

To ensure that the input levels of IC3
and IC4are not exceeded, the stgnal input
is provided with a voltage limiter con-
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit tor the driver board (not available ready made).

sisting of series-connected diodes D161
and D162.The supplyvoltage exists across
this seriesnetwork, but no current flows
through this, because the diodes are in-
verse-biased. When the level at the input
exceeds 10.6 V, DI61begins to conduct;
when the input drops below -0.6 V, DI62
begins to conduct. This means that the
diodes limit the range of input levels to
between 0.6 V below earth potential and
0.6 V above the supply voltage.

Circutt IC4is arranged as a compara-
tor, that ts, there is no feedback resistor
between its output (pin 7) and its invert-
ing input (pin 3). This means that, in the-
ory, the amplification ofthe opamp is in-
finite, so that the level of its output volt-
age can only be 0 V (earth potential) or
10 V (supply voltage). The output cannot
be set to any intermediate value. In other
words, if the level of the signal at pin 2
rises above a certain value, the output in-
stantly becomes 10 V; if the level drops
below that certain value, the output im-
mediately becomes 0 V.The value at which
this happens, the change-over or toggle
potnt, is set with P2'

Since the output of IC4 is thus either
10V or 0 V, even for very small input Sig-
nals, any input is converted into a rec-

tangularvoltage, whose frequency is iden-
tical to that ofthe input Signal.This means
that the output is synchronous with the
input signal.

The output of IC4 is used to trigger
clock generator IC5bat exactly the rtght
moment via D-bistable IC6a'When IC4ap-
plies a clock pulse to IC6a,the Q-output
of this stage goes high, whereupon IC5b
is enabled. Switch SI, in conjunction with
inverter IC5a' determines whether the
clock is enabled at the leading or at the
trailing edge of the input signal. The exact
instant of onset of the trace is set with
preset PI.

When decade counters IC7 and ICs
reach their maximum counter state, they
are reset to their starting state via Qg of
ICS;IC6is then also reset, so that the clock
generator is disabled. The clock is reen-
abled at the next output of IC4. If, there-
fore, there is no input signal, the LEDs
are out. because there is no trigger.

Construction
The oscilloscope is constructed on two
printed-circuit boards, one for the dis-
play (Fig. 3 and 5) and the other for the
driver (Fig. 4, 6, and 7).
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Fig.5. Compleleddisplay board (componenl side).

Fig.6. Compleleddisplay board (Irack side).

LED OSCILLOSCOPE

The cathodes of each row ofLEDs must
be linked via a suttable length of wire
which remams suspended above the track
side of the board and is connected ta the
relevant pin of IC1and IC2-see Fig. l.
The anodes are soldered directly to the
board.

Finishing the boards is strarghtfor-
ward. Stnce the two boards are the same
size, they may be assembled Into a 'sand-
wich' with the aid of suitable spacers.

Optional attenuator/amplifier
The single Input voltage range of the 05-

cilloscope may be extended to stx ranges
with an optional attenuatorjamplifier.
Both the attenuation and amplification
factors are well defined to enaure accu-
rate measurements. Furthermore. both
are as nearly frequency-independent as
possible. The urut described is usable at
frequencies up to 40 kHz.

The circuit of the unit is shown in
Fig. 8: the (variable) attenuator is formed
by swttch 53 and resistors R1rR24. The
rematnder of the circuit functions as a
differential amplifier.

With S2 open. es prevents any dtrect
voltage at the Input entering the circuit.
This is useful lf, for instance, the ripple
on a supply voltage ts ta be measured.

The values af resistars R1rR24 have
been chosen to provtde stx ranges of sen-
sitivity as shown in Table l.

Operational arnplifiers IC\O and ICl!
form a differential x4 amplifier. Since they
are supplied with a positive voltage only
and the input stgnal ean be negative, the
input levels are shifted. This ts achieved
by linking the earthy input connectton
not to supply earth, but to a point half-
way between the supply earth and + I 0 V,
that is, to +5 V (since R25 and R26have
identical values). This means that the
input voltage alternates around +5 V.

Operation al arnplifiers IClOaand IClOb
are protected agatrist too high inputs by
diodes Dlfl3"~DI66'lfthe level at the 'earthy'
input pin rises above +10 V, Dl63 COIl-

ducts. whereas ifitdrops belowOV, DI64
conducts. Diodes 0165and 0166functron
suntlarly when the level at the upper Input
terminal rtses above 10 V or drops below
o V res pectively.

The potential difference aeross the
input pins is arnplified at the outputs of

Position 53 5ensitivity
(volt per LED)

1 2
2 1
3 0.5
4 0.2
5 0.1
6 0.05
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Fig.7. Compleleddriver board (componenl side). Table1.



TEST & MEASUREMENT '

lClOaand lClOb,from where it is applied
to the-ve and +ve inputs OfIC11. This cir-
cuit sums the twovoltages which are then
applied to the input of the oscilloscope.

The level of the d.c. component at the
output (ptn 6) ofIC 11 is set with P3,which
means that the waveform on the oscillo-
scope can be shifted vertically with P3'

Since the level at the input of the os- .
cilloscope must not exceed +1.2V,diodes
Dl67 and D168 conduct when the output
of lCll rises above 1.2 V. Note that the
output cannot become negative, because
the supply of the opamp is 0 (earth) to
+lOV.
Construction. The unit is best built on
the printed-circuit board shown in Fig. 9
and 10: note, however, that this is not
available ready made. Switch S3and po-
tentiometer P3must be soldered directly
to the board.

Since the 'apparent earth' of the input
terminals floats 5 Vabove real earth, only
the input terminals are accessible from
outside, the real earth is not.

The unit is best tested in conjunction
with the oscilloscope. Apply a variable al-
ternating voltage to the input of the at-
tenuator / amplifier and check that six dif-
ferent sensitivities can be selected wtth
S3' Rotating P3 should shift the trace on
the oscilloscope vertically.

More accurate time base
The on-board time base of the oscillo-
scope is intended for applications where
the accent is more on viewing waveforms
than on accurate measurements. If,how-
ever, not only the waveform, but also the

~
!/In 10Nt9 Oll

~o o[fi1!]o
o(]gQ)o

o

frequency (or period) of a certain signal
is to be assessed, a more accurate time
base is required. In an oscilloscope, an
unknown frequency is measured by com-
paring it with a known frequency: that of
the time base generator. It is clear that
the time base frequency must be accu-

rate if it is to function as a reference. In
the present time base a fixed 1 MHzgen-
erator is used, which is followedby a vari-
able divider, so that not only 1 ps pulses,
but also Ionger ones, are available.

The time base circuit is shown in
Fig. 11. The 1 MHz clock is formed by

0163 0165 R30

Dl63 •••D168 = 1N4148

Fig. 8. Circuit diagram of the (optional) attenuator/amplifier.

Fig. 9. Printed-circuit board tor the attenuator/amplifier (not available ready made).
Fig. 10. Completed attenuator/amplifier

board.
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TEST & MEASU~EMENT

Schmitt tngger NANO gate ICl3a.When Cl4
is charged to a certain level, ICl3achanges
state, whereupon Cl4is discharged. When
it is discharged to a certain level. ICl3a
agatri changes state, and the capacitor is
charged again. This results in a triangu-
lar voltage across the capacttor,

The output ofICl3a is a stream ofrec-
tangular pulses with a PRR (pulse repe-
tition rate)'fck' of 1MHz.and this is used
as the clock for the time base. When the
START input of the time base circuit is
made high by the oscilloscope, the pulse
train is applied to the clock input of di-
viderICl2 via ICI3d.

The 11 dividers (bistables) contained
in ICl2 are cascaded. The construction of
each bistable is such that upon each high-
low transition at its mpu t, its output
changes state. That is. at the first high.
the divider is set. at the second, it is reset,
at the third, it is set agam, and so on.
This means that a reetangular signal is
divided by two, so that the frequency at
the output of the bistable is half that at
its input. If ICl2 were considered on its
own, the frequency at Qowould befck/2.
thatat QI.fck/4. and that at QlOJck/2048.
Thus, as long as there is a clock signal at
pin 10. all binary combinattons between
00000000000 and 111 1111 1111 would
be available.

However,although the bistables inICl2
are set at a high-Iow transition at their
input. they are reset immediately after
being set (upon their output going high).
Therefore, at the next htgh-low trarisi-
tion, the bistable is already reset. so that
it is setagain. With 84 in position 1. Qo
is set at every high-low transition ofthe
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clock pulses, which means that the fre-
quency at Qo is equal to fck.

The circuitwhich ensures that a bistable
is set and almost immediately reset is the
delay network formed by ICl3band ICI3c.
The reset pulses are provided by the se-
lected Q output. relevant diodes and 84.
For example, when the first divider is set,

Qogoes high and this high level is trans-
ferred immediately via 84. ICl3band ICl3c
to the reset input of ICI2. whereupon Qo
becomes low agatn. This process results
in a very short pulse at the EXT output.
which is used to set the decoders on the
mother board to their next state.

~_.~IC12
4040

~---r--1---r-~~-+~~--~S 03

IC13 = 4093
D169•.•D203 = 1N4148

*see text

IC13d START

EXT

90606SX·11

Fig. 11. Circuit diagram of the timebase.

Fig. 12. Printed-circuit board for the time base (not available ready made).

11

Fig. 13. Completed printed-circuit board
for the time base.
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Diode matrix. The inputofthedelaynet-
workisconnected totheQ outputs of+Cj-,
Via a diode rnatrtx. This matrix ensures
that ICI2does not always have to go through
alt tts counter states, but is reset, that ts
taken back to zero, after a given number
of states. As mentioned before, IC12 is
reset by the pulse provided by the rele-
vant Q output and diodes, and S4' Thus.
the diode matrtx. in conjunctton with 84_

ensures that resetttng takes place onIy
when certain binary codes (numbers) extst
on the Q outputs.

For example. with 54 in position 1, the
dtvtder can count only to I: tn Fig, 11.
the input of the delay network ts con-
nected only to Qo [via S4 and DI69)' This
means that ICl2 is reset almost tmmcdt-
ately: the btnary number at Its Q outputs
is then 000 0000 000 I. When S4 is tn po-
sition 2, ICI2 is reset when QI goes high:
counter position 000 0000 0010. With S4
in position 3, Qoand Q2 must be high st-
multaneously befare areset pulse is gen-
erated.

Since the posttton of 84 determines
when areset of IC12 takes place, tt also
determines at what intervals the time
base generates short pulses at the EXT

output. The diode matrix has been de-
slgned to provide intervals in the ratio
1:2:5, that is. I p s, 2 us. 5 us. 10 us.
20 us, 50 us. 100 ps, 200 us. 500 us.
1 ms and 2 ms.

Preset PI is the tngger control already
discussed in the section 'Trigger ctrcutt'.

Construction. The time base ctrcutt ts
best built on the printed-circuit board in

Fig. 12, which is, however, not available
ready made. The finished board ts shown
in Fig. 13.

Test the ctrcutt by applying a 10 V
supply to It and holding it near a MW re-
cetver: the 1 MHz clock should be heard
clearly.

Assembly. The four boards and a sutt-
able enclosure for them are shown in
Fig, 14. A suitable [not mandatory) way
of fitttng the boards tn the case is illus-
trated tn Fig. 17. Other types of assem-
bly are. of course. possible. A suggested
front panel is shown in Fig. 15.

The interconnections between the boards
are shown in the diagram in Fig. 16. Do
not forget to place the wire brtdge at the
EXT connection on the driver board to po-
sition B.

Ifthe original clock on the driver board
is not intended to be used. P2may be omit-
ted.

All wires carrying analogue stgnals
should be stngle screened cables with the
screen earthed at one end only. This ap-
plies particularly to the stgnal input. the
attenuator jrunplifier and the circuit araund
lC4 on the drtver board.

All earth wires between the boards
shoulcl be separate wir-es.

Before the case can be closed, set the
clock generator to exactly 1 MHz with P4.
which is best done with the aid of a fre-
quency counter.
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Fig. 14. The constituents 01the oscilloscope.

LED OSCILLOSCOPE

Parts list

Display board

Resistors:
RI-RIO ~ 22 Q

Semiconductors:
TI-TIO ~ BC557
DI-DI60 ~ LED, 3 mm, red

Integrated circuits:
ICI, IC2~ ULN2803A

Driver board

Resistors:
RII ~ 560 k.Q
RI2 ~ 47 k.Q
RI3 ~ 4.7 k.Q
RI4 ~ !O k.Q
RI5 ~ 12 k.Q
RI6 ~ 2.2 k.Q

PI ~ 500 k.Q Itnear potentiometer
P2 = 1 Mn Ioganthrruc potentiometer

Capacitors:
CI. C4--c7 ~ 100 nF
C2 ~ I nF
C3 ~ 100 pF, 25 V

Semiconductors:
D161'DI62~ IN4148

Integrated circuits:
IC3~ LM3914
IC4~ LM311

t

SO~s~ TRIGGER
LEVEL

S~s- EB -SOO~s EB
+/-

1~s---1 /LED '---2ms EB

SOOmV \ I 200mV

1V ~-100mv

2V-i:- _ '~-somV

EB
AC/DC

EB
/LED

Fig. 15. Suggested Iront panel layout lor the oscilloscope,
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Fig. 16_lnterwiring diagram tor the complete oscilloscope.
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NEWBOOKS
HANDS-ON GVIDE TO OSCHLOSCOPES
By Barry Ross
ISBN 0 07 707818 7
Price i:17·95
All oscilloscope users, from students and
hobbyists to experienced engmeers and
dcsigncrs. will find this new guide to 05-

cilloscopes invaluable. Written by Barry
Ross. technical manager for Hameg
Instruments (UKJ, who has spent over
thirty years in the oscilloscope industry.
the book covers all aspects of oscilloscope
use. Assuming a minimum of previous
knowledge, the book first makes the novice
fami1iar with oscilloscope circuitry and
the correct operation of the Instrument
in a wtde range of appbcatrons. It then
goes on to explain more complex oscillo-
scope functions. such as digital storage
oscilloscopes (OSOs). Coverage incJudes
complete chapters on probes and their
use. choosing oscilloscopes and wh at to
da when things go wrang. Practical ap-
plication examples at the end of each
chapter develop lhe possible uses of the

oscilloscope using a minimum of extra
equipment.
McGraw-HiIl, Shoppenhangers Road,
Maidenhead, England SL6 2QL.

ELECTRONIC TESTING AND
INSPECTION POCKET BOOK
By Keith Brindley
ISBN 0 7506 1753 5
Price i:12·95
Like the Electronics Assembly PocketBook,
this new book is produced in association
with the Engtnccrtng Traimng Authortty.
Anyone involved in test and inspection
will find all the information needed to do
the job Iengineers and technicians in the
Elektor Electrorucs desrgn department
confirmed this). The book covers basic
tools and instruments through Inspec-
tion of PCBs to ctrcun diagram conven-
ttcns, receiver aligrunent, frequency re-
sponse and special test jigs. It is a must
for anyone who carries out test and in-
spection on electronic equipment.
Published byButterworth-Heinemann.
the book is available from Reed Book
Services, PO Box 5, Rushden NNI0 9YX.

LED OSCll.LOSCOPE

HETEROJUNCTION TRANSISTORS
and Small Size Effects in Devices
Edlted by Magnus Willander
ISBN 0 86238 311 0
Price .E29·95
This book is tntended for advanced uni-
versity courses in devtce physics as well
as for industrial research scientists and
engineers. Chapters are included to pro-
vide a fundamental knowledge of device
modelling. The techniques developed are
applied to heterojunction bipolar and
fleld-effect transistors for both Ill-v and
silicon based matertals systems. Quantum
devices are also discussed and their promise
for the 1990s is anaJysed. Since the progress
of these devices Is closely related to growth
technologles and material properties. these
topics are also discussed bneüy. Moreover,
a short chapter is incJuded explatntng the
modelling of subrnicron conventional de-
vtces.
Chartwell-Bratt Ud, Old Orchard, Bickley
Road, Bromley, England BRI 2NE

IC5 = 4093
lC6 = 4013
IC7; ICs = 4017
ICg = 7810

Miscellaneous:
SI = single-pole change-over swttch

Attenuator/ampl!fier

Resistors:
R17 = 390 kQ

RIS = 330 kf!
RI9 = 150 kQ
R20. R21 = 180 kQ
R22 = 33 kf!
R23• R24 = 15 kf!
R25· R26. R30 = I kQ
R2rR2g = 10 kf!
R31-R35 = 100 kQ
P3 = 1 kQ linear potenUometer

Capacitors:
Cs; CII = 100 nF
Cg; Cw = 27 pF
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Fig. 17. Suggested assembly ofthe complete oscilloscope.

Semiconductors:
DI6TDI6S = IN4148

tntegrated circuits:
ICw = CA3240E
ICli = CA3140

Miscellaneous:
K5= BNC connector
52 = single-pole on-off switch
83 = 2-pole, 6-position rotary switch

Time base

Resistors:
R3oR.t6 = 3.3 kf!
R.t7 = 330 Q
P4 = 2.5 kQ presel

Capacitors:
CI3 = 100 nF
CI4 = 560 pF'

Semiconductors:
0169-0203 = IN4148

Integrated circuits:
IC12 = 4040
IC13 = 4093

Miscellaneous:
54 = I-pole, 12-position rotary switch
Enclosure: Suggested Bopla BP 680 (avail-
able from Phoentx Mecano. phone (0296)
398 855; fax (0296) 398 866

[906038-55-65)




